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FIPERFfl SPL I!G IN At1CiATIC EEE RADICALS 

J.V. ARIVOS 

Departnient of Chemistry, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

The hrerfine structure of the ES spectra of free rad1ea1 is a 

reierty of the system of electrons and nuclei which constitute the molecule. 

It OZ'15e5 from the energy of interaction of the unpaired electrons and nuclear 

spins which is of the form 

IT.J 
lit 

where T is a tensor of second rank, I is the nuclear spin and J the total dcc-

tron angular rsnturn. In other words, a nucleus of spin I zeree as a probe 

to the electronic truture of a co3lex mo1cular free rad.lcal. The eacure 

mnt of this coupling energy is in general of orine imporance bceause it 

permits the direct determination of the electron dcnitics, cmi Its theoretical 

analysis has therefore received a consIderbie omount of attention in the litera- 

ture. 

fl In particular, it :is not UCOiOii for the E3R spectra of free radicals in 

solutions to possess a hyperfine structure, as shown in Fig. 1 for the p-

benzosenicquinom ion and for which the radiation induced tran5ition in the 

Pascben-ack high field approximation are governed by the Bohr relationship: 
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hw -+ Z A I + In/h :t HZ 	I_I, - - 

is the energy difference between the electronic Zeean levels in the &- 

canoe o± the hrperfiue interaction and. 	is a conetant characteriStic of the 

free radical end. the nucleus n, of 	magnetic ratio ;. U Is the applIed 

extexa1 raanetiC field. In the aromatic rr-electron free radicals, the sia 

bonded protons with spin I 	are reponeib1e for the oberved structure. 

This eoerimental evicienc has led therefore to the conclusion that the spin 

polarization is trancnitted through a valence bond betweet the a- andr -

e1eetrcis which up to that time were consiered as non Interacting groups. 

and McConxiefl2  have brought forthe the idea th.t as originally 

proposed by Abraaia HorOwitz and Pryce in their study of the hype:cfine 

cpitting of the ions of the transition metal ceric s this bonding can he cx-

plaimad. in tez of a maetic mont snoity matrix In which all the excited 

onfiguratiofle contributing to the gro'rnd state through the correLation inter-

actIon between the two groups would have to b.c included. This approach, which 

has been successfully developed and. appliea to numerous cases In the literature, 

vill now be given In some detail. Use will he made of the density matrix for- 

5  ialism developed. by Lwdin and Miieeney. 

4 
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The Dcnrity atrix Porzau1aton 

The electronic system described by Atom in Molecu.les" is given, within 

P 	the Born-penhethr approziation, 6  in terrns of a omp1ete set of atomic 

orbitala under the restriction that the Pauli priniile be obeyed. A d.rect-

ly muie pbysicoheuiioai property of this system f7 lia s then an epecta- 

< > 	
L[(() 	

(1)o 	 (2) 

whre () is a 2unction associated with the obezirable, and '  

jave ±'rnotion hieh describes the electronic state when x spans the comelete 

stace and spin coordinates (r) of the N eiectrons(: : 	x 	,. ; ). r () - 	 - 	 . 	'-1 '2 

is expressed, in general, as a superposition 0±' coaffigurations. Thus, 

* (z)z C z) 

• each ç(x) Is given by the ntietrize. product 0±' the single partIcle 

molecular spIn-or±talz 	which are  in turn linear combinations of the 

complete set of atomic orb jtals ø(x) 

or (b: ) 

H 

where T Is a sj,re natrin which transforms the IT..linsioiai space o± atomic 

orbitals 0 into that of molecular 0 jqp i t a-18 	atomic orhltala are charaeter- 

ied by the fou.rfold sol v = ( 11, 	m, m), in such a manner that: 

(& R(r) Y( e, ) ±,(m) 	 (5) 
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where (r, 9)are the sherical polar coørdinate.s of theelectrori 

with fOspeet to the nucleus V. R(r) depends onlr on the distance 

• from v and y(o,)' isa spherical harmonic a  (SeC for Instance nA  
Ref. (7) p. .57). Aio 	thd azimutal quantthn number indicates 

the irreducible representation of the spatial simmetry (s p, 

and in the particular componext of the 2. +.l fod degenerate states 

Of , orbital angulaa momentum, while n o  the .prindipai quantum numbe± 

distinguishes the various states with the sametransformation 

property but with different energy Finally the sp±n function 

is equal to a or accordng to whether rn5 =+ or - 

The T ae given approxiii'ately by either one of the fol1oIng 

woconveiit1oal expres±oJ; (see fo.rinstarice Ref (7), p-1 232): 

Alk By the Slate.-Pauling \ralence Boid' (VB) Forn'ula (8) (s): 

( k1 	 (al)RD 	(6a) X. 

, By, the ILolecular Orbital 8  (MO) method developed by 

Hackel (io) and MuJ..liken (11): 

DE kllk22 	7kN(CN)] = 	
( i 	-JTIT,(...1)P p) 

-, 	(eb) 
where 	is the Slater determinant 

'kl 	k2 	-- 

= r' 	ki( 2 ) 	2( 2 ) 	k( 2 ) = 1 hk]Yk2 --- J I 

'k2 	--- 	n) 

The eigenvaiue of the spin is indicated by'a superscript, a bar 

forrn=-1/2andnothingforrn=+i/2. 

interchanges the spin in the ii pairs or obit .. which are bonded together and 
, permutes the electrons among the sin-orbitais, wIth the corresponding par±ties 

r and p. The transforiiatIon T,  in Eq1 (4)  in the valence bond,VB method is the 
wait matrix when hybrid orbitals have been taken into account. 
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The function 2. ()is In general ezpand.ed in terme of zero, one, two 

etc. particle opertore 

+ 	
j2j2 (i 	 (7) 

and aordig toq (2). its ezectatIon value is 

p 
 +J' [ (xi) pi  

+ — I L2 ( 	i) p2(, ' 	 =x 	l 

4'O 	 , 

where the operation inside the bracket is carried out before the prim sign 

is e1ininated.. Here p1, 2 • . 	..are defined s.the on, 'two, 	electron 

cLnsity rnatr±cea 

• 17 ' . 

i_yj 	 &12 

I * I a. a * * a * a a a a • el * • • 4 4 • I I a 	a * I a 

and 

(9) 

The ixoortace of the density matrLz is due to the physical siiificance 

of the diagonal elennts Thus: 

d 	nurnber of particles in t1 1e syeteii mult!Ucd by the 

probability of finding one within the voluras element d2,1 , cen- 

tered. aboi.t x 



c 
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p2 (x1 x2, xj) dr1  dr2  = 2 x number of pairs in the system 

multiplied by the probability of siniultaneOu$ly finding 

one particle in each of the volume elements dr1  and dr 2  

centered about x, ancl x 2, reapectivelt. 

Aoxding to Eq(•3) then: 

•n; 	n) 

H ' 	 ' 	 •' 	' 	 ' 	
'.. 

where 	 •' 

= 

f
*(l2..nh 	.N)(dx) 

with the relationship between successive density matrices: 

= 

f pfl+l(1, 2 	n,n+lIl)2. 	n,n+1) dxn+l 

For brevIty the coordinates are indicated by the particle Index. 

Also the space and spin coordinates may now be 'separated according 

to NoWeeny:  

	

co * 	 * 
p1 (K,?il;l') &(l)a (1') ~ p1(K,1l;l) a(l) 	( 1i) 

* 
(io) 

• where the p1  are spinleas densityinatriees obtained by integrating 

pi  over the spin coordinates, The spin product to which the 

spatial function belons is indicated by a raised smbo 	In 

• particular, if there exists an axis of quantization Z, the spin 

component in that direction is: 

, 
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= f 1s(i)p1(i 	')' = i dx 

aa 
' (p(1; i) - p 1 (I 1 )1dr1 

= f 	 (II) 

For Estates of derinite spin the pin1ess and spin density rnatriee 

•Pj and q1;ae thin; 

p1 (I i) =Z pn(p1(cIi;  i') + p1 (KI1 i')] 

q1(1 	= 	[p, (K?, 	1. ') - p1(KJ1; 1)] 	(12) 
K 

with the following physical significance of the diagonal elements: 

p1 (l; 1) d 1  = probabilIty of finding any electron within 

the volume element dr, centered at r1 . 

q1 (l; :1) dr1  = probability of finding an unpaired electron 

with spin + 1/2 within the volume element dr 1  at 

minus that of rinding it with spin 



The magnetic interaction between particles is a relativistic 

effect Ferm1 2  derived the expression for the energy of inter-

action between the eieótron• and nuclear spIn from Diracs theory 

of relatIv.ty, 'A derivation coneitent w1th these properties was 
14 developed by Casimir and Ferrell as follows., The hyperfine 

enorgy is obtained by considering th motiOn of1.an electron in 

the field s  

B=curlA 

induccd by the nucleus of moment ph,' where the vector potential 

at a distance 2 from the nucleus ri is defined by: 

div. A_O 

xr. 
curl -n = 

The energy of a p.rticle in this magnetic field is given by 

the classical Hamiltonian of electrodynamics (see for Instance (7) 

p 108) [atomic units are used throughout this development - see 

Appenithx 

= z ' (p - A 	+ poteritial Energy 
k 

where the transition to quantum mechanics Is achieved by replacing 

• 	the momentum pby the operator I V if the particles do not 
a 	 1 

possess spIn. For an electron with spin s = and intrinsic mag-

netIc moment pe = 	g an additional contribution to the energy 

arises from the scalar product 	The electrostatic inter- 

action between the nucleus and the electron charge clouds also 

contributes to the energy (quadrupole terms), but is non zero, only 
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for nuclei of spin I l and will not be considered. here Thus 

the hyperfine energy of the system 1. in the abence of quadrupole 

interactions is 

en R(
P
12 

 . *  

( ri 	p xr 	.t xr 	, 	1 = _ 	-+'•- 	P) ._ —A'I +t oVXVX 
L\ 	r 	r 	 flj . 	e 

= _12 + 
	 [ . V(~

' 	

!2 _n]J 

*{2 	fl+ e[V(t..nV)_ 	2] 

() 

Use has been made of the definition of the orbItal angular 

momentum £ = r x p and of the vector IdentIty curl curl = grath 

dlv - (grad) 2  keeping only the linear terms In A 	 The two terms. 

arising from the electron spin magnetic moment have been separated 

according to their snimetry transformation property6 The first 

is the anlsotropic.term 	. 	 . 	 . . . 

3rr 
L! 	n ? ] = kn 

[ 	

e 	(14) 

It transforms under rotation as a spherical harmonic of order 

In magnetic fields of presently attainable magnitudes the 

electron and nuclear spin rnagnetlo moments are 	. 
l 	 . 	 . 

Po  

where 0 and 	are respectively the Bohr and nuclear magnetons and 

where the g-faotor for the electron with gIsotropic, is a tensor 
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of second rank. The aniotropic. energyxnaytherèfore be written 

as ;• a .s where a is a tensor of second rank. When g is iso-

tropic the term in In is 

(3z (x + y + zr2s Z 

	

(an. 5)Z 
=nt

- - 
	 r5 	

= g 

= 	((3 cosO - i) 5Z+3  sin C COS 0 

= 4 (-i) f2 ;0(Q 	Z 

	

) 5~ 	(y(0-cp) &+Y2 _ 1 (0p) +1) 

(15a) 

-By rotating the axis, x *— Zp the other two components are 

bba±ned and the general expresion is ?ake?s'5  vector ideiftity: 

ob a 	s = 4 [A+B+C+D±E+F) 	. 	 . -. 	 (15b) 
- 	 r 	- 	 - - - 

	 - 	 - 	 - 

where  

= 1Z Z (3 cos2e_1) 

B = 	(3 COS 20 1) (TZ sZI  a) 

• 	

.. 	 C 3 ain 0coo 0 	(IZs+sZ). 

* 
D = C (complex conjugate of C). 

E = + - sin2O e 2  i S 
• 	

- 	 4 

F = E (complex conjugate of E)4 

• Here (rj0) are the polar spherical coordinates of the electron 

• - 
	 with respect to the nucleus n and the 2 axis is that of an 

applied external field. 1 	s+ and 
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are the spin raising and lowering operators 	= 	+ i 	which connect 

states with irn1  = ± 1 or Am 1, and vanish for states of definite spin 

When there exiSts an axis of quantization Z, the anisotrpic term in a state 

of definite spin is then 

(a. )Z 	4 (3cocOl)1 	• • 

Now from this expression the reason for the námenclature Is clear, since 

£thz; term Is angular dependent, with principal values: 

- 	 6 n 

r 

* 

That is, a is a tensor of zero trace which will vanish when averaged over all 

orientations as is the case for s-electrons (.=O). The angular dependence on 

Y 20  (0, ) in Eq. (iSo) implies then that the term contribution will be non zero for 

the state ( 1m 1 ), (m2) of the electron (see Eq. (5) ) when ( 1 i 22) satisfy the 

properties of the sides of a trianie of even perimeter (triangular rule fdr the 

addition of angular momenta): 

• 	 I'+zI 	2> 

•1 1 + 2 +2=2n, n=2,3, 

andfor 

rn1 -m2 . 

The Isotropic term is obtained from the classical theory of Coulomb 

fields [see for instance Panofaky and Phillips (14) page 3)], 
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 1 
	 (16) 

±  

where the delta function is defined by: 	 ' 

6(- 	0. for 

L• Jf( t)  6(7 ?) - f(t). for  fW fl1flUOU5 in the field re gion. 

This term is spherically symmetric and is therefore non-zero only for s-electrons. 

The hyperfine Interaction Flamiltonian for the N-electron system of a complex 

molecular free radical can be expanded in terms of one electron operators: 

hi 	ihfQ ' 	
",' 	

(17) 

where  
A!. - s. 	3 r. 	(r. 	s) 

+ i n

+ç 6 

	

in' 	i 

In order to determine 'the expectation value of 	At must be noted 

that the operator ontamns the nuclear spin coordinates which must therefore be 

'included in th 'wave function used in Eq. (2). If 4i 	are the ground and excited 

state eigertfunctons of the electronic Hamiltonian, then to first order s  and as 

pointed out byPryce (iS) 

(18) 
k 

is an eigenfunction of the cornplte Hainiltonian, where E. E, are the energies 

associated with the corresponding electronic states and 3 th the nuclear spin 

eigcnfunction. 	' 	 . 
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lupolyatomic molecules the orbital degeneracy, when it e:dsts in 

the growid state s  is quenched as a consequence of the Sahh-Teller theorem 

(16, 17). This means that <LXi 	and(1$)are zero. The expectation 

value for the hype rfine interaction is then: 

= 	
+ 	A 	 (19) 

where, asurrthig that there exists an external aids of quantization, Z, 

A 4S =s 	z) 	 Ci n 	_T n,Jln I 

zS 
6nn 	

2 
1 -r 1 q1 	= 

or 

• 	A= 	6 q1 	 (19a) 

(A 	=&ii J mn n•i 	
)Z 

r(3 cos•O1) 

= 6n i: SZJ 
	 11 	

q 1 (1 ; 1) ci r 	 (19b) 

The molecular axis 'Z as well as the external axis of quantiZatiofl z 

must be taken into account in the anisotropic term. The general case arises 

when the electron is in an atonilc orbital not centered about n [see Fig. 1]. 

Then, the electronic and molecular coordinates are separated by making use of the 

addition theorem of spherical harmonics (see for instance (7) p.. 370) 
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(3 cosZO1 - 1) (3 cos2C - 1) 

+ 	 n' fi) 

(20) 

and 

	

cos 	B 	- i Cos 0 	. 
in 	1:. 	yn 	1 	1 	:. 	. 

	

z Sifl 9 	= 	in 1 	
1. 	SIfl J 	 .. .. 

1 	 1 

	

if electron (1) is in an atoxnic orbital centered about 	The significant 

contributions to (19b) wifl then arise from atomic orbitals centered about n 

and Y. If xi is a hydrogen atom with an electron in Is orbit, then the 

igniiuicant non_zero contributions will arise from one-center integrals about 

v and two-center integrals about v and xi. When Eq. (20) is substituted into 

• (19b) the ternio containing the molecular coorc.linates will come outside of the 

• integral sign:  

• 	2 	
. 	(P (cos 	) 

• S) Z = 6 	(3 cos 0., _.1)/ ------.-- Q 1 (l;l) d 

j 

•b m,0 	 ? 	
QUJ) Z1 

• Thus, if the molecule udergoes rapid tumbling 1  as in solutions, the average 

value of the anisotropic coupling vanishes due to the properties of the spherical 

harmonic of oider 2 The physical implication hrc is that n solutions the 

hyperfine Qtrueture of the ESR spectra will arise only from the isotropic 

contact terrti. This property was derived by WeiszrnarL (1). 
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APPLICATION TO THE -IYPERF1NE INTERACTION 
IN AROMA'i IC 4TEZ !ADICALS 

ft 	 The reactivity of the aromatic molecules lies in their ability to add 

or lose an election from the ir-elcctron system, thus forming a free radical 

These are stabilizedinaproer'éóIvcn in order to record their ESRspectra 9  

where the observed hypèrfiñe structure, arises from the contact interaction 

term of the unaired elect.om atthe. nuclei of the aromatic and . protons in  

113 	14 
aliphatic substituents, H and the skeleton C or N 	This means that the  

-electrons of an aromatic free radicaiposses a certain degree of unpaired 

• chaacter, which is due to a or, - ir correlation interation. 	• 

;Thebest wave functions for anaromatic'free radical are thus obtained 

by first assuming sigma-pt separability where the a - and r-.electrons are 

considered as individual groups in:the electrostatic.field of each other see 

for instance (.), p. 249 . The configurations which take into account the 

existence of the a - 7r valence bonds, indicated by the ESE experiments are 

then introduced by means of a series 'perturbation. The procedure, which is 

based on the theorems developed by Lykos and Parr (19), is as follows: 

A. The electronic system to a first approzirnation.is described by: 

= 	 (fl)\ 	 (21) 

where (1)  and (Jfl are independent azitisymmetric functions of the or - and 

?r-electrons respectively. They are given in tertha of a complete orthonormal 

set of Slater determinants which describe 

 

L. 	system: 

= A1 	+ A2  () + 

1 	
+ B 	+ 	 (22) 
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where 

fTOT 0 dx = f 
()(1)* dx

cr'  = f (1I)(U)* dx = 1 

(i)  is a sin1etand!0  and (n) have the same sin mu1tip1icity. 

A1so, ( 1z0  and (n) are orthogonal since the a- and ir-electroris 

move in orbitals which are respectively symmetri6 and antisiin-

metric with respect to the plane of the aromatic ring. 

B. The a-ir bonding property is introducedby the interact1or 

of !0 'with the configurations !K  where the -e1ectron wave function 

is in aa electronic triplet state or in a state of higher multi-

piicity 	leading to the ground state wave function: 

= 0o!o 
+ K=1 CK TK + • ' 	

... 	 (23) 

In the Absence of an external magnetic fle]d, the electronic 

energy of the system is obtained by expanding the spin-free 

liamiltonianupto two particle operators; 	. 

II = 

 

	

[N(l), + 	E(2 )J + {J1( 1 ) ~ - ,4)j  + - 	 + 	 (24) 

where' . 	 2 
(i) = . 	 . . ___ 

- z 1 
k=-eleetrons 2 . n .rk . 

The first term.in  i)  represents the kinetic energy of the elecr 

trons and Zn  is the eharge of the bare nuclei. The subindices 

indicate the system of electrons on which the operator$ act4 By 

• sigma-pi separability it is meant that 	is an eigenfunction 

of thea-electron operators alone while (n) is the elgenfunction 

of the effective Hamiltonian 	.. 	.. 	. . 

= R(1) 	(7r) 
+1. 	( 2 ) 	. 	 . 	 (25) 

	

core 	•.Tr7r 	. 	 . 
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where 

(yr) = 	+ G (71), t:c 	(71) 	J(ir) - K (,r)] 
core 

G (71) arises from the last team in Eq (2), which is the two-

particle correltationfunction between the a- and w-eiectrons. In 

the first approximation the 71-electrons niove in the electrostatic 

potential field set up by the nuclei and the a-electrons, that is; 

J( 	 p1 (( 0)('Z0 )11 1 .;1 )Idxlt -  *( i) 

K(711) *71(1) = 

(26) 

when *71 (1) is a one-electron sr-mo. 

The c-ir correlation intraotion: 

will now mix the exc±ted configurations into the ground state 

2S+1 	[(ZK)(n)) 	 (27) 

where 	is a proJection operator defined by Lwdin which 

selects the states of (2s+1) spin multiplicit. For a single 

Slater determinant D 0 1n Eq (27), the eigenfunctiOn of S is then: 

2S+19 D0 = 
	

(28) 

where 	is the sum of the Slater determinants which result by 

applying all the possible k-spin permutations to D and n is the 

total number of pairs of orbitals with opposite spin. The 

coefficients c are then determined from recurrence symmetry 

relationships tizee L6wdin (4)1* For a doublet state these are 
given by: 
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C1C 	(_L)k (fl±l)-1 	
(29) 

where c 0  is obtained by direct 	 2S l application of r 	Thus, to 

first order o  the ground state wve functIon 15 : . 

<J1> OIK  0 ic-i <:-!>ICK <)i> 	K 

H-re all the () and (fl) sat Lsfy the sna-pi separability 

theorems and therefore the expectation value of .11 between the 

ctates T o  andwill only contain the terms in 

... 	- p 	-

Zarl 

	

YKO 	
w 
./.0K - aii OK - cir'KO 

and  

- <>O0 = ACK 

where Ae is the energy of excitation of the vIrtual processes 

which give rise to the hyperflne interactIon 

The eéotatIon value of the hyperf Inc interaction energy 

is. now obainedfrorn the wave function 

 

where ! is given by Eq. (30) and e 	the nuclear zpin elgen- 

functLon. The excIted spin states In E4 (18) have been neglected 

here since they are of the order of n/'  where for protons 

	

8 x 	The hyperfine interactIon for the aromatic 

free radicals In aclution is then (see E. 19a).; 
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dx 

	

<Ehf> = 	n 4 	Cs 8 (rl-rfl))( 1;l 

	

= 	§ I 	/q') 	 (32) 

where 	is the Qne..  electron spin density at the nucleus n The 

one electron denit matri' 

= c p1 (OQjIl1) - 	[C0c pl(KO1l;l')+CKC p 1 (oK1i;i)1 

+ 	 : 

can be derived to first order from Eq.,(3o) 

C O =C=l 

	

* 	<G cnr>OK 	G cYir>iO 

= C1, = ---- ---
Ac  

OK = KO = COCK 

That an unpaired ?r-electron does not contribute to the a-electron 

densiies in T is noted froni. 

p1 (Ooj1;') = p1 E('Z0)(Z0)!1;)' +p1 i(n)(ii)jii'J 

since the  one lectron.'dnsity matrices of the separate groups 

are additive. The effective one electron density üatrix will 

threforè only contai.n the cxoss terms p 1 (KO11'it), 

The coupling constants for an aromatic free' radical with 

total $piri S 1/2 can readily be calculated now from Eq. (32), 

The complete set of Slater determinants which describe ther-

electron system are assumed to be eigenfunctions of 2, This is 

true In general sInce the doublet state projectIon operator can 
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be applied successively to the ir-electron antisymetrized products 

(ii) and to the fJ(Z)(ri)Ii'., The matrix elements between T and Lç  

are to be evaluated between antisnnmetrized products of the form: 

0 	0 	. 
(2)ir.(3) 	... 

) 1 0 . 	

0 

and.  

2 lk(')'(s) 	1Ik  ='41l(i)  

4(2)(3) 	
11 K7=6 .  1I%(') c(2)(3) 	1K 

Only three electrons need to be., considered here since all the 

others are assumed to be paired. Although the excited state is 

doubly degenerate, only the Ei(c3) linear combination given 

above contributes to the hyperfine coupling. 	.  

Since G is a single particle operator in both the - and 

ir-electrons non zero terms will arise only from ant1snametr1zed 

products 'which differ by not more than one set, in each system, 

for instance0,' ) and (irk , irs ), Thus, in terms of the complete 

set of Slater determinants which describe the aystem see Eq. (22): 

<?oK.= Z 1 (oB)f ( 	( l -PI2)p2 (OK1l,2;i',2'))11dx1dx2  

	

0 	 ' 	2=2 

where in order to separate the space and spin coordinates the 

Derac identity (see for instance, Dirac (22) p. 2211 

	

xl(O 1 	 ,, 	

0 

' 	
•, 	

,0, 	
0 	 ,0 

£12 = £12 (I+4s 	

'{:: 	( 	) 

is used. Here the s operate on the electron spin Panctions 

I' 
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a = () and 	 while 12 anterehariges the space •J 

coordinates of electrons 1 and 2. Thus if Z is the external axis 

of qantization: 	 - 

- 	4 i3(o 

- q1 (a0 crf12) dr1  dr2  

- I 	 KOK 
- - 2 

	

	j C JBj J K 
ij 

and 

p1 (KOl1') = p1 (01j1 1 1')= 	(cB) ;< pl( O aKl i;i) 	(33) 

Here it is assumed that CF. and () can be expressed in 

terms of a single Slater deterrriinant while (n) must be. approximated 

by a series expansion where Bi  and B are the coefficients of (ri) 
in the states 12 and Y and c is the coefficient of the spin 

permuat1on (see Eq. 28) which makesthe components of 	and 

identical exept for one Zet àf orbita1p and two for p2. 

The o, , and 	and ltj are molecular orbltals given by 

Eq. (4): 

= T(b) = 	4(b) 	(b)2 	
1 	l2 1l2 (°i 

CFK =  T(a) = z TK 2 (a)f 	( 	- 
12 

lrj = 4(C:( 2p)] = 	C;(2p)
n.  

Tj  = TiC;(2p)) = z 	C:( 2p), 	(4 S.  T) = 	(34) 
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• where the linear transormat ions T and TK  and 	and T are 

column vectOrs operating respectively on the space of the - and 

ir-órbitals insuoh a manner that the enery of the two systems 

is independently minimized; 

' 	 u 	 - 	 ' ••• 	
/ 

.:J0 1 	 L. 0/f 

= o 

and 0i2 
 are directed orbitalt centered at neighboring atoms 

1 and 2, see iig 3, used in rming the sigma bonding and anti-

bonding rbtal (b)1  and (a)4 S is the overlap matrix for 

the C:(2p) orbitals. ThUs in Eq. (32) the effective one electron 

density matrix 18:' 	 .• 

p (c G;(.11!)  c9 
1 	0 £. 	 J.j 	g 	S1 	 • 	I 	 / 

cJi...j .-,-I,C 1 b! ,.) 36) 
- 	 ;i - 	

a. 	J J 	. 	- 	- 

ITit ciir.actoci hybrid atonic orbitals (.ee fo intancc Van Viee1 
() aro: a) for the carbon atoiis in a planar arcno.ic riri; 

\\ 

 

in X 	- Cos x 	0 	C(23) 

cos 4-IF 
Sin x- o (C:(2?)  

• J\T2- cos 1r x_- o 
) \ 

C:(2p7) ) 
	- - 

\ç:(2o2 \ 	a 	0 / \a:(2p.j/ 	 (5a) 
2 

:hore f  Is the bond angle 0 	120 0  for s1 hybrids as in 
benzeri3 ;  and b) for the tet-aidrai orbits1s i -  t - .e CH3  group: 

/2p a
\ 

/ sin a -  cos a 0 0 \\ 	(2s) 

/2h1  \:I •cosa4- 

	

, sina 	oT3 'C:(2p...) 
I 	'. 	 • sn a = 

\ 
2h2 j k •. cos a 	in a 	

• 	) 
C:(2o..) 

 ) 

\7j_/.: \_L cos a 	sin a --k- 	- / \c:(2p/ 	 (5;) 

Where 0 is the bond angle (2p(2h1) 0  i = l,23 (0 2 arc 

--------------- ----------- ----------------------- ---------------------- 
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If an average energy Ae= 	K may be assumed for a single type 

of c-orbital excitation ( -c) the suinoverth? complete set 

K above yields: 

	

(1; 1 t) 	
P 	11;1 I t 	L 	E 	B1B] 	(36) 

Now, since the o-orbitals are localized, te significant 

contributions to Xi aj  are the one and two center integrals between 

bondd atoms. Conseq1ent1ythe contact terñi 111 be non zero only 

for -orb1ta1s centeed about the particular nucleus This means 

that for aromatic  protons. H1 ,. the C-H bond orbitals need Only b 

coflsidered in Eq. 36 while for the ring skeleton nuclei C 3  and 

all the directed c-orbitaJ.s and the iS orbital about the 

center must be taken into account. .Thus s, for anaromatLc proton 

bonded to 	th carbon atom 
i.  

u. 	,T bon. 

[-p1 (H:ls 	 C: 1 jl1)1 
• 	., 	 .. 	 (37) 

and for 013  on (N14 ) iri the ring skeletOn at r: 

n=2 	2(l-s) 	1ni ni i 11 	p1n'i 

OS 
:13C 2Sl;1) . n 

- i=l,2,3 	2(1-s) 	
P1, 1 

where 	 . 



I 
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. 	' 

2 	

m f 	\ 	Irn 	\ 	c 

on 	k2 'tn 1k 'km'2 'mn 
mk 

is the probability of finding an uriaired w-electron in the neighborhood of 

the th atom in the ring, and the st&tes (it 2 ) and (itk) differ at most by one 

no.(rr ,irk 
 ,,); The directed orbitals iii and n are respectively centered 

2k  

about the neighboring atoms C and 	see Fig. 3. Also, the contribution 

from the exchange integrals correspond to the virtual excitation of the three 

a-bonds at C, see Fig. 2. Thus, 

= (sin2x K+ cos2X K - K1 )(l_s2)6= 
 K1 • (l_ s2 ) 

K =(
COSX K65 + ( l+sin2X) cx - 	2t)(152)*Y2 

33 (cos K+ (1+sin2X) K° - K3J)( ls2 Y = K3 .(l s2 ) 

KKS5Ks 	 (38) 

where the paraiter x varies with the a-bond angle, see Eq. (35) (fr sp2  hy-

brids sin2x = 1/3, cos2x = 2/3). The carbon non-zero one center integrals are 

K = K 	where the atomic orbitals indicated by (S,s,x,y,z) are the C 
(is )  

2S, 2p,
y 

I 2p). If the two center integrals are neglected then for 

bybrids: 

K1  K2  = K3  = K 

where 
	

(39) 
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In this approximation, the hyferfine splitting constants, are 

given in the form derived by McConnell and. Chesnut (2 ) and 

MacLachlan.Q Dearznar and Lefebvre (24), and xarplus and Fraenkel (25). 

A3 = (s1 ~ Q1) 	+ 2C 	n-1 + n-i 	 (40) 

where 

	

- 	 8' 
Li-T ' 	ili <IH1$(0)I>) 

	

- 4r 	
- 	 * <k° 	(°) 1>1 

I 	1C 	tC 	E(1- 	
11C 	<I(0)I>1 [<I=(K1+zx2)1 

= 	
13 12C 
	

l2C 	°° x <I 4 (o) >1 
C 	 ) 	' 	

C25. 

where the parameter cosx = 2/3 for exaet. ep2  'hybrids as in 

benzene Thus, it may be said that fbr phybridz/the;.Qs:are 

• universal constants. 

- 	 The experimenta] evidence is that the u-electron coupling 

to an aliphatic PaIde, chain .proceeds signif1catly only to the 

a-protons! This can be explained on the basis of hyperconjugation 

as Bersohn (26) and MacLachlan (27) have.dbne successfully for the 

tolu- and xylosemiquinOnes. and for Wiirster's blue ions. The -CH3  

(or -NH2 ) fragment is attached to the aràmatic system through 

the C-C a-bond but the excited triplet states which contribute 
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to the Hli splitting are the of the three C-H o-bonds, This 

nicans that there exists a correlation interaction, leading to 

a valence bond t  between the r- and the CH3  a-e1eotrons 

Since the three protonz in -CH3, see Figs 3, are exactly 

euiva1ent, due to the rapid rotations about the C -C ax.s which 

occur in solution, th thre directed. C-H bonds inay be reduced 

according to C3  snimetry; 

((b1 ) 

H2) =4((b2) 

Cr 
) 

= 4 ( 

(as) 

 ) 

T 	
( 

y/~7 -1/ 	_i/_ 	
) 	

(41) 

0 	'/-y 'Rfi 1  

wheve.the ("Dj ) and '(at ) (j i,2,3) refer to the Cu1 bonds, see 

The effective den$ity matrix for. H3  is then, 

p1 (cr.a  
3 1=1,2,3 

The highest contribution ., however, arises from the virtual 

excitations o 	since the exchange integral is between 

orbit als with maxiuir overlap:: 

22 	 HH 
- (ic' 	- 	

2) 	 (3) 
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where z zarereapeottveiy.carbon 2porbitals  at C1  and 

(see Vig. 3) and (H1  H2 4  H3 ) are the H:IS orbitale for the 

CH protons 
13 The C splitting in -OH3  arises from the vLtua1 processes 

(ci00  —ci), (c --ci) and (C;.LS ---ci 1 ), (1=0,1,2,3 in the C-OH 3  

group). 

p[ - j p1 (ci 	I1l 1 )+.r 	 S5 . ci 1ll)] 	(44) 

where 

	

- 	C'C 

C and C' are respectivly the hybrld orbita1. centered at C and 

in Fig. 3 The highest contributions are, however, from the 

one center integrals 	, which Is the sanie process as for 

aromatic protons., and 	'vie hyperf Inc coupling constants for 

the -CH3  group are then 

A(H) = H3 Pfl 

• 	•(45) 
Cn 

	

.'where 	 •• 

13 °H'

XC  qlC  
= - 	

13 	
it 	

= sin2  a <l(0)1 2>] 

	

S11 	S1 
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ain a = 1/4 for tetxahedral hybridss see Eq. 35 and v 12  is the 

di$tance between two H atonistn the CH groupe. 

This pproxiniation, where the spin density q1 in the o-

electron plarieis proportional to the probability of finding an 

unpaired it-electron in that neighborhood p 0  is verified by 

evaluating the Qs by two different methods. 

A) The excitation energy of the virtual processes €( - 

and the exchange interala IC 	are obtained semlempirically. 

The first is evaluated in the Heitler-London (28) approxirnat1on 

where for a diatornic molecule A-B the bond energies are; 

= E0 
 +

E*.= E+ 	2 

and therefore 

(48) 

ZO  is the kinetic energy of the electrons and JAB  and KAB  

are the coulomb and exchange enertes respecttvely. For Slater 

tipe orbitals It can be. hown that the contributions to the total 

bond energy are 10 to 15 from  3A3 and the rest from KAB  and 

since SAB<l) 

Ae ( 	 2K 3 	85D 	 (47) 

where D is he dis$ooiation energy of the bond. The experimental 

values of Interestare then (see for instance Cottrell (26), 

chapter 9 
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- 	 D(C6H5  - H) = .12  

D(c6H5cH2-H) .133 (4H3 	.n3) 	 (48) 

D(H3C-cH3 ) = . ,133  

The carbon. .tomio exchange integrals have been evaluated by 

urod (30) from the spectroscopic term.va1ue (see for instance 

Condon and Shortley (31) p. 178], thus: 

KZZ <Q> 	<01 (2p2S)>c  = 0.1062 

= 	 <F2> = 	<F2(2p2p)>c 	0.0130.. 	(49) 

where <G1> and <F 2> are the term value averages for the ground 

and excited st.tes of C evaluated by Ufford, Por sp 2  hybrids. 

t <Gic + <F2>0 3 = 0,04406 

The two center integrals have been evaluated for sp 2  hybrids by 

Altman (31) with stater atomic orbitals. For interelectronic 

di..stances found in aromatic compounds, (see for instance (32) 

I12341 these are 	 . . 

KZ(RQ  =253) 	0.1003 	K2 2(2  53) =0.03557 zz 

	

2.91) = -0.04557 	. . 	lst 1s , (2.02) = 0.02737 zz 

KZZ(3.49) 	-0.015  
zz 

- 	Altman also evaluated the. carbon one center integrals which were 

higher in magnitude than those given by Ufford however this 

discrepancyi unlikely to occur for the two center integrals 
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since the Slater orbitals are known to be a better approximation 

far from the nucleus than close to It. The exchange integrals in 

Eq (40) and (45) are then. 

K1=001669 	
1 

K2  K3  0.0085 

-0030 

K1 	 (so) 

The values of K5  and Ae l  have been. estfrated by Karplus and 

Fraenkel: 	 : 

.023 

Ie' 2  10 

The proportionality constants thus. obtaIned Q°, are given in 

TableL.  

) If the pobabI1ity of finding an unpaired 7r-e1ecton in the 

neighborhood of the nth ring atoms  p01  Is kno'n then the Q!  may. 

be  evaluated directly front the ESR spectra, The two conventional 

methods of approach to the problem, the VB and MO have been used 

successfully #  and the comparison with the constants obtained above 

Is given in Table I. 	. 

Hence, the agreement between theory and experiment is evident 

from Table I. It is also important to note that, as Das et al 

(50) have pointed out in the theory of the hyperfine interaction 
14 of the 	atom,. the contribution to the contact term from all 

the electrons in the system must be taken into account. Indeed, 

for molecular free radicals Karplus and Fraenkei (25) and 
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TA3LE 1: SEIiPICAL VkTJ2 OF Q 

c1cuiat. froi th 

Part1cir, Spin io9  e, in (c) 
(2a 3 ) (na) 0 0  

1/2 2 0023 

i/ 3 585k 80,79 506.2 (is) 

3. 0 85714. i 	 )o 77 74 (is) 

• 1/2 1;4O3 20.31 
31 , 82 	R(o) 2  
560 (1025) 	• -114. 
1223 (2s)- 

14,  
• • 

	

r 	/ 

	

9.1; 	RQ1 
I 0.4036 

• • 	 • 

• 	 569 (2S)2 	 • 23 • 	 -6 

5/2 0.7572 10.95 
2 

1390 (23 )2 

• 5.256 	•• 76.00 
2 	• 

3/2 1 477k. 21 37 

3/2 0 4285 6 i 9.70 	£(0) 2 
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ScrxL empIrical ve.luc of ç (oc.) 

• 	itrctio2 ca1ci1eQ. T1oI2 the uztaired e1ectroi dc!ty atL ICR 
pctr 

o 0 
IL Q1. 

0:0 3 

~(22 tof) +(20 tci 32) 

- 3 • 

-18 
5(1)  ;() 

I22 
565(n) 

-i 	-8 25 

i 	
( 

'C' • 
r. 

) 
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he 	factOrs (ç 	) 
are tskeu from the table of exierImental  values 

given by Razey, LF., 	' tNuclear Nonents, Jobx Wiley and. Sons, Inc. N.Y. 

 Lcccpt for the H IS atomic orbItal the value of, R( o) 2 has been evaluated 

from IiartreeFock wave functions, aee Hartree, D.R. 	he CalculatIon of 

Aomic Structures", John Wiley and Sons, Inc.., N.Y.-(1957)(Appendix 2), 

POotha, C..0 3,, L 	Sadie and A.W. t1ei.s, Rev. Mod.. Thys. 32, 186 

(l9O); Allen,.L.C., J. 	hém. 	1156 ( 1961 ). 

 012 	is the contrihution from neishbornin-Z atoe in the 	-e1ectrou system 

otberthanC. 

 From the work in reerence 	(2), (21 ), (26), ant (3)a 

(a) IfFrom the work in reference (27). 

 From the EMR spectrua of cH(COOH) 2  (42)(43). 

 From the 12M shifts of V (Cs}L 0) 	( r23 	1.9). 

 From the work of references (2), (26), and (45). 

 Fromthe vorkof references (26)(27) and (52), 

 From the work in reference (36). 

 From the work in references(25) and (Wi). 

(1) ContributIon from the virtual procesi (3, —i. crc) deterxninedfom the 

splitting of the dibydr 	yse1qtinone ion  (52), 

(m) From the work in reference (52)  for the ntbyl derivatives of the p- 

benzoeemiquinone ion. 

• 	 (n) From the work of references (25), (37) and (11)  for the C13  splitting in the 

CH3  radical. 

(o) 
14 

From the work in reference (50) for atouic 
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 Froni the pork in rerence (10) 4  

 ?rom ti 	sork in refercn (39) for the tetrcyanoethy1ene 	eaive ion. 

 from the wore in reference 
( 	 ) fo 	the urtoi's flue ions 

(8) From the io:k in reference (t6) for the tataf1uono p-benzoeni qunonc ion 
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Ben Jmia and Lefebvre (51) estimate that or each C-H bond 

excitation the virtual processes (c1s _cx*) account for 15 

(-412 oe) of tho total contributions, to the C. splitting in 

the CH3  and CH radicals. 

The A priori knowledge of p is therefore of utmost on 
importance since it enables the proper assinnient ofa chemical 

strãctire to a free radical fiOfli itESR atucturbn 

App1ication 	 : 

The importance of the two particle correlation tn a chemical 

bond is the most significant, ôontributiOn to be derived from 

this type of calculation. In general, it is found that the 

hyperfine coupling constants at the end of a bond are of opposite 

signo andc therefore arise from antiparailel spin poiarization 

This is a consequence of the combined effects of the ?auli exoiueon 

principle and the correlation interaction., which demand that the, 

probability of finding two electrons of unlike as well as like 

• 	spin in the same neighborhood be zero. 

Using the IIB niethod to interpret the hyperfine splitting 

in triphenyl methyls Brovetto and Ferroni (53) found that the 

7r-electron densities alternate in sign for.neighboriflg. aromatic 

carbon a ns.wheréas the single determinant HUckel 'MO approxi-

mation without overlap would predict no change in sign (26). This  

however is a consequence of the mathematical approximations. Since 

in the 1/3 method the dominating terms are the bond. exchange 

energies, the electrons remain far aparts in the resulting wave 

functiono slightly more than the actual repulsion energy would 

demand (s). Conversely in the MO appoximation only the electrons 
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of like zpin remaIn apart due to the antinnmetry condition 

(Fermi correlation) but if the correlation property is introduced 

by means of a series expansion where the perturbation is the two 

electron interction, the two xnethodB converge to the same 

answer, 	. 	. 

An example of aoademi.c interests in whioh both approximations 

have been ted, is the allyl radca1 discussed by McConnell and 

Chesnut The VB wave function is discribediri terms of four•: 

part1cies three electrons and one. hoie with 	2 cannonical 

atruotuzes in the ?auiirig-Runmier d1aram (see for Instance (7) 

chapter 13); 	 / 

(ii) 	7 t(ri1 )+(n2 )J 	 (52) 

where 

• 	 •• (n1) 
c1  
0 

: 02 
- C - 	 0 

- c2 	
•0 

-- 03  

1 
2

t 

	2 

Cl  02 
0 

C1  
- 

0 2 

:003. 0,0 

Here the Slatér determinant wave functions are éxprCssed 

smbolica11y. The atomic orb±tals which are bonded together are 

connected by an arrow pointing towards the spin function a and 

the unpaired orbital is bonded tothe hole. 

The probability of finding an unpaired electron in the 

neighborhood of On is then obtained direc1y from the super-

positioi diagram: 



ro 
=

C(n) = 

where b Is the number of ir-eleotron bonds, cj the number of 

closed contours in the eupeposition diagram of (ii i ) and (11) and 

the number of bonds which separate n from the hole in a 

closed contour The terms are zero if the nole and C1 are in 

difIerent closed contours. Thus, for the allyl radical the 

VB approximation yields; 

2 

In the MO approximation the transformation which minimizes the 

one zr-electron energy has been obtained by Chaivet.and Daudel 

(54) 

/04357 07217 0.6022 
~ 0.4.5836 	0 0.994

O4537 -0.7217 	0.6022 

wIth eneg1es 	 . .. . 	

:. 

= 1.4934 

-1,540  15 

€ 
= -1.339 

is the benzene resonance integral and the corresponding Icao 

molo are used to generate the Slater determinants which form the 

basis set for the expansion of the ir-eloctron system, see Eq (22): 

B 2) 	 (53) 
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I - 2049 \ 	 ( 	2 )  

	

p3133) 	 iI3)1) 

.0660 

and  

1 	- 	7r11r17r3  

2) 	
12331t 

2 ( n ) = 
2 	727t3 

= 	(I I 1n127r.3 11 - 	I 	l21r3 I I 	I I 
2 (

3  ) 2 	C II 33  I I - I 1 l23  I I) 
and(2) 

. 05T 01 -p3 -  

PM = -0.11 

Here the sign of the coupling constant is also found to alternate 

along the.bonds, This is a general characteristic of the type 

of compound defined as an "Alternant Hydrocarbon. n 

V 	 The problems of actual interest are more complicated than 

the allyl -adical j  and as the number of electrons increase the 

MO approximation with the two electron correlation taken into 

account Is found to bernost suitable. Por•$orne aromatic free 

radIcals the nethod of "alternant molecular orbital&' developed 

by Lwdin (4) can' be applied with some degree of success An 
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alternant hydrocarbon is a compound where 'the aromatic system 

can be divided into two subsets of atoms, I and II,, in such a 

manner)  that ;riO two atoms of a subset are bonded together it is 

then a characteristic of the aiternant hydrocarbons that the 

single electron MOs occur .n pairs., with equidistant energy 

eparatim from a zero level in the same mariner as. electrons 

and holes are situated with. respect to. the conduction band: 

T • 	+ c... T , 	, With energy E0 -E1  
v inI 	 In II 	'. . 	.  

TTT., withenergyE0+€1 	(54) . 

iiI 	V 	
•. j 	,. 	

.i 	. 

•Thr convenience the V are orthonormal atomic orbitala which are 

obtained from the real atomic orbitals by rteans of the following 

transformation: 	 . .. 

= _• 	(I+s) 	 ._ 	
(i) (i) dx 	5 .ij 

or 	

= sv + 	s 	+ 	 (55) 

The electronic.8ystem may then .,be. described interns of the lcao 

-mo's:  

( 	
:' 	(cO 	in9\( 	. 	....• 

\\ 	= cosç s-InO1) 
0 
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D 	it ) 	1II 	nI II  

1Ik*1 (k+ ) C+jo H 
when the parameter 0 is independent of k.0 and the unpaired 

electron ozbita1 is denoted by 	Here the significance o the 

angle 0 is as fol1ows 

9 . 00 lower haif a  bondIng M05 

	

fil \• 	/1 .i\(i \ 
purely aiternant ros 

• 	
= 9O 	= 	=pi 1  upper half antiboriding MO's 

• 	The ground state wave function will correspond to a vaLue of 

tan, 0 <1 since for 0 450 the exchange integra3.s tend to zero. 
• . 	

This means that In Eq. (56) tan. 9 Is a perturbation which intro- 

duces canfiuration Interaction into the ir-electon $y3teM 

For an odd altenant hydrocarbon with (2n±l) aromatic carbon 

• 	atoms and 2n+l) electrons the wave function Is then (55) 

+ ce (s) Z tan 8 

- 	 +•.. }• 	 (55) 

where the coefficient ror the doublet operator for three eletrons 

Is 0 (3) •=. 2/3 [See for Instance iwdin (4)] and N Is the normal-

ization. constant • 
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2 N= 	n. 	cose.L1+. 	tanO 4 +.. ± 	•' 1=1 

The -o1ectron density niatz.x correct to second order is 

then 

p0 
 

(PO0(i4 tan2 o1 )4 tan 	4tan Oj(pil+ ,l )l+ I 
14 tan2O + I 	 5 

where p Is the density matrix for the orthonormal set 0 and for 

the sake of simplicity the superscript ir has been eliminated. 

Thus, in the, neighborhood og,  C 	 •'. 

2 	2 	
tan2O1) 

l+tan ø+ 
I 

+tan 0 [Tj  +. T i  tan 	+ 	J 	(57) 

Now since the Symmetry reuires that for an odd alternanthydro-

carbon 	p in ii) 0 the 'ir-eleotron density in the neighborhood 

of ' O will be negative. The general result is thus applicable to 

the aUyl radical which is the smallest odd alternant free radicaL 

The even alt ernant hydrooarbonsp, with 2n aromatic atoms foii 

two types of free radicals accordIng to whether an electron. is 

added or abstracted from the system. The ir-electron wave function 

for the positive Ion with (2n-1) electrons Is then 
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2()(+) 
= 	

01 
cos 0 hii 	*fl1fl1*fl1 

• 	 • 

+ sin 0 I*• 	_i_in1 	 • 

• 	 tan 	[cos  On  

+i 
V.* 	 01 

	

+sin e( 	 - 	 1. 

+ 	 • 	

(58a) 

where 

	

cos0j  {i + 	E tan 	+ 
1=1 

For the negative jon the 
 extra electron is to be placed in an orbital ortho-

noal to nI 	
q. (5): 	• 

n,III = 
- sifl J~ n + cos 

Thus, 
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Cos øj(+tan 	){co 	 ii 
• 	 1-1.,''n 

VN. 

+ 8111 8 	 + 2 	tan O{co o{ji 	•11 

+ 	{ii 	II1 i*, n  wil 

- 	 I!' (58) n. 

where 

N 	ITcos (+tan2e )2(1  + 	Z tan20) 

	

i=1 h,  n 	 fl 	0 

The ir-electron den$ity riiat..Lecs for the two free radical8 i'zill 

have simlar functional dependence on 

(+ ion) 	1 	2 1  tan2O Hp  00828 + p$1n2O) 
tan26  

1=1 

+tan 8 	+ tan e(p1 + p,)) 

~ + tan2O - 	 Z tan26,] + 

p0 ( -  ion) ? 	p0(+ ion) 	 (59) 

Now, since Coulson and Ruhbrooke (56), Pople (57) and 4Iack1an 

(58) have 8hown. that n'n' = nri the physical significance of 

Eq. (5w) is that for a. øonstant -ir,  paraneter QHthecQrect 
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electron densIties for the even alternant hydrocarbons with.C2 

or higher, snimietry ,  may be aproximatd from the Hickel MO 

apprOxiatiQn 

tnø 	 - 	 (co)2.  

Thus if the electron density at the 2ri carbon atoms could be 

meásttred the tan2e1  correlation parameters would be obtained by 

investing the matrix in E •(60) This irgenral is not possi11e 

sir,ce some of the substituent In the aromatic system do not have 

a magnec moment or the abundance of the paramagnetic nuclei 

• is beneath the detection limit The validity of the Hickel 

• approximation is indeed evident from the ESR spectra of the ions 

of antlr~aci 6nes tetracene, perylene and naphthacene Observed by .  

Weissman de Boer and Conradi (59) and Carrington, Dravnicks and 

Syrnons (co) Here the $pittng for the unipositive and negative 

• 	ions is different indicating that there exists a dIfferent 

• 	correlation interaction for two different Ions where: 

Pov 
	 + 	Y, ' (tafl29j tan20 	

+Tv  - l)+ 

Thi The complexity of the problem Increases fixrther as heteroatoms 

are Introduced into the aromati& system. However, if the Coulomb 

and resonance integrals for the heteroatom can be estimated with 

some dégreé of accuracy (61), then the single determinant H.ckel 

MO's predict electron densittes in fair agreement with the 

experimental values (26)45). Hence, these compounds. are only 
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pseudoalterflaflt bydrocarbOfl since the bonding and .antibonding 

s1n1netfy orbitals are not equidistant from a zero lcvel However, 

the to particle correlation can still be evaluated from Eq. (eo) 

Also o  great caution should 'be tpvaetioed in using the universal 

value of th c-ir parameter since 	is a function of the (i-bond 

angle and the 	Qd diatances 

SUAR* 

In coaclu.i.ofl. 0 ib is important to note that 

(a) 	every t?Je of -bond in an aromatic free radical, 

there exists a semienipirical constant, known as the o—ic parameteD 

th1ch, togethør with the probability of finding an unpaired 7r-

eleotro4 n that neig1borh0Od, may be used to predict the hyperfifle 

splitting constant at the nucleus of an atom forming the bond 

The sIgn of the hypefine coupling constant is found 

to alternate along a chain of atoms as a consequence of.strong, 

two electron. correlation :jnteraction which demands opposite spin 

polarizatIon at the ends of a chemical boncL 

(c) 	success ot the ckel MO approxImatiOfl. with a 

irig1e SlateZ determinants jfl predicting the correct iNelectron 

densIties in alternant as well as pseudoalternant free radicals 

is due to the fact that the correction for two particle correlation 

interactions 'can. be introduce4 by pairing the 'orbitals which lie 

s,xxnetricailY above and below a zero level. The correct electron 

densIty is then Iven by 1 he Hiic1l, approximation with a small 

correctIon which is  a 'function of a ir-electron correlation 

parameter 9. 
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Fig 	3: Directed hybrLd orbitals 	in an aromatic lxydro- 

carbon and 'CH3  groups 	( The spin polarization at the 

corresponth.ng nuclei has been indicated by an arrow in the 

orbit 
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